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dual signal chains dual mode for the signal
chains is a versatile feature of pod farm, and
even easier with pod farm 2 platinum. you can
create two separate pod farm signal chains using
one usb interface. save and manage presets, and
keep them separate for each channel. ergonomic
interface the updated ui is part of what makes it
as easy as it can be to work with pod farm 2.5. it
brings the entire experience out of your
computer in the palm of your hand, making it
easy to access, customize and control up to 20
amp and effects models. what’s more, the menu
graphics are simple, intuitive and customisable.
it’s also the only input and output plug-in that
includes a separate mixer to fine-tune your tone.
guitar power unlike a real rig, the pod farm 2
signal chain lets you modify your guitar signal
easily. create your perfect sound with a single
click on a cabinet model for the channel chain.
modify amp and cab models up to 20 amps, two
at a time in a dual chain, using an external mixer
for tweaking to perfection. improved signal
routing pod farm 2 platinum is a hardware-
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independent signal-processing tool that lets you
set up a signal chain for any daw. you can create
your own split-amp and pedalboard and use usb
connectivity to work with all your favorite
computers. simply route your guitar signal and
output into the pod farm signal chain, and then
into the pod farm 2 platinum signal chain. make
your signal chain work for you with pod farm 2.5
and get on with guitar. soundquality heed the
power of the pod farm 2 signal chain: a preamp,
distortion and cab that you can use alone or in
tandem with other models. pod farm 2.5 has an
unprecedented 6-band equalizer with dials for
cutting low-mid tones and boosting highs. each
preset comes with a wide range of automation
and the perfect amount of gain, making it perfect
for tweaking your tone.

Pod Farm 2.5 Platinum Torrent

if you are adding effects to an amp, you can also
drag out the effect icons below the amp, leaving
you with just the amp/cabinet. pod farm comes
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with a choice of pedals, most of which are
distortion and fuzz-based, plus an amp's circuitry
simulator (which doesn't allow you to experience

the real hardware), and the ability to mute
individual controls. there's also a selection of
amps, cabinets and rigs, each with their own

unique sound. a control for adjusting the
modeling algorithms can be found in the options
box; it's set to 'quick for fast action', so it's far
from the slowest version. the tone response is

pretty consistent across the board, but
ampmodels are a little dirty on this mid-priced

version. line 6 claim the 'pod farm sound' can be
'improved' by slightly dropping the treble, which i

think is a bit of a stretch, though it does make
these sounds a little meatier than earlier

versions. there are also various preset banks,
plus dozens of user-defined songs to download

and use in the compilation mode. pod farm
allows users to create a tonal palette by fusing
an assortment of vintagesome of which have

been road tested by guitarists around the world.
it's all there: pod amps like mesa boogie series,
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jim dandy, tubeking, sonor, sunn, marshall,
fender (vintage) and many more. pod cab

simulations include mono, stereo, and 3-way
configurations for fender, marshall, vox, marshall
and many more. all this power-packed flavor is
wrapped up in a modern, easy to use interface
that delivers results unlike any other. pod farm
2.5 is designed to give you the widest possible

range of guitar tones with a combination of
analogue and digital modelling that will make
you want to play your guitar. the result is a

powerful new voice in guitar tone making it easy
to create that sought-after sound. 5ec8ef588b
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